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Indian states must take steps against attacks on
African nationals
BY GAUTAMAN BHASKARAN  on  MAY 28, 2016  in  ASIA TIMES NEWS & FEATURES, INDIA

The murder of a Congolese youth in Delhi in street altercation points to racial hatred and has
come as a big embarrassment for the Indian government. Such attacks have happened in other
Indian cities too. It is sad that in the land of Mahatma Gandhi, who had relentlessly fought
against racial discrimination in South Africa, African youth, mostly students or job-seekers, are
feeling unsafe. They are often labelled as “drug-peddlers” and denied homes on rent

The recent murder of a 29-year-old Congolese youth in New Delhi has angered the entire
African continent and brought into focus racism against blacks in India.

Masonda Ketada Olivier, who taught French
at a language school in the capital, had
hailed an auto-rickshaw. However, three
other men staked their claim to it sparking a
quarrel. The angry men chased Olivier and
bashed his head with a stone.

Following Olivier’s death, the heads of
mission of no less than 42 African countries
threatened to boycott Africa Day celebration
in New Delhi on Thursday, but a hurried
damage control exercise by India’s Minister
for External Affairs Sushma Swaraj helped
in pacifying the diplomats.

“We will also launch a sensitisation program
to reiterate that such incidents against
foreign nationals embarrass the country”
Swaraj tweeted.

And the celebrations were held, but observers felt a sense of deep disappointment and utter
futility among the Africans present there.

Alem Tsehage Woldemariam, Ambassador of Eritrea and Dean of the African Group Head of
Mission, quipped: “Given the pervading climate of fear and insecurity in Delhi, the African heads
of mission are left with little option than to consider recommending to their governments not to
send new students to India, unless and until their safety can be guaranteed.”

There was enough basis for Woldemariam’s fear as racist attacks on some of  the 30,000
African students now in various parts of India have shown no let-up. Last February, a 21-year-old
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Tanzanian woman was stripped naked and beaten by a mob in Bengaluru (formerly Bangalore,
which touts itself as a cosmopolitan city and the Silicon Valley of the East) after a Sudanese
youth ran his car over an Indian.

A few months before that, three African men were beaten up by an unruly crowd in New Delhi
after the blacks had objected to being photographed. In January 2015, no less than a minister of
the Delhi government raided an area inhabited by Africans alleging that they were selling drugs
and operating prostitution rings.

Nigerians had a massive problem in Goa in December 2013 after one of their fellow citizens, 36-
year-old Obodo Uzoma Simeon, was hacked to death in the coastal state which calls itself a
paradise destination for foreign tourists and ‘Cannes of the East’.

While the Goa police said Simeon was victim of a turf war between Nigerians and locals over
drugs, his friends denied this and said he was killed because he was a black, and this was one
way of showing the state’s displeasure over the presence of Africans there.

Murders of expatriate Africans may be a rarity, but racial taunts and discrimination against them
is a daily occurrence. Janet, who is one of the hundreds of African students to have come to
India to study in the absence of good universities back home, said: “Even landlords do not want
to rent out flats to us, because they seem to hate blacks. Even in public transport, nobody wants
to sit next to us”.

“People in India are racists. They often make comments on the colour of my skin and body. And
they stare at me as if I’m an alien,” said Anne (family name withheld for obvious reasons), an
engineering student at Delhi’s Sharda University.

Dan, a native of Congo, said: “Friends in college are very good. I have never felt discriminated
against but outside the college, things are not the same. We avoid visiting public places because
people stare at us… They call us monkeys and make faces”.

A Nigerian, who had come down to Chennai to have his little son treated for a heart ailment in a
leading city hospital, regretted that while the doctors and nurses were kind and warm, “I could
sense a certain aversion among the general public for my black skin that kind of robbed a bit of
the overall goodwill I felt for India”.

Ironical as it may seem, once Mahatma Gandhi fought precisely against this kind of colour
prejudice in South Africa after he — an eminent lawyer who went on to become a great freedom
fighter and Father of the Nation — was bundled out of a railway carriage because he was brown.

The present-day racial attacks could not have come at a more inappropriate time for Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi who is set to travel to Africa in the next two months as part of his
efforts to increase India’s trade with countries in the continent.

As China is having a clear edge over India in Africa, Modi’s task to try and get a bigger slice of
the business cake may get all the more difficult, given the kind of repulsiveness that Indians
exude towards the black race. Apparently, China has no such issue, and has also been a clever
early bird in Africa.

With massive opportunities still available in Africa, India, notwithstanding the belligerent race
relations on its soil, will double its assistance to the continent — with $10 billion in concessional
loans over the next five years. India has also offered $600 million in grant assistance to African
countries for key areas such as healthcare, education, and technology.

Through these massive investments, India hopes to check China’s growing influence in the
region, and infrastructure is still a virgin area in most of Africa. So it still has a chance to secure a
bigger pie.

“India and Africa have had a close relationship,” Ruchita Beri, a senior associate at New Delhi’s
Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, said. “This relationship has gained momentum in
recent years. The Third India-Africa Summit held in New Delhi last year has reaffirmed the
partnership”.

But the attacks on Africans in India are going to make things difficult for Modi and his men as
they embark on a journey of economic enrichment.

Gautaman Bhaskaran is an author, commentator and movie critic, who has worked with The
Statesman in Kolkata and The Hindu in Chennai for 35 years. He now writes for the Hindustan
Times, the Gulf Times and Seoul Times.
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i read recently that in india, the darker your skin is, the less consideration you receive.
  1△ ▽  
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"the less consideration you receive"

And starring roles...heh... Google image "Bollywood stars". Whole lotta skin reflectivity
goin' on there.

 △ ▽  

Asia King •  an hour ago

The agents for Rothschild in USA for slave trade were JP Morgan. Rothschild kept this in
wraps, while in Europe Nathan Mayer Rothschild was pretending to be messiahs for the
slaves.
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in 1834, Rothschild used his stooge Sir John Gladstone to introduce Indentured Labour from
India , to replace black African slaves.

AMARTYA SEN GOT NOBEL PRIZE FOR WHITEWASHING CHURCHILL'S INDIAN
HOLOCAUST
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ETHNIC CLEANSING OF BLACK SKINNED PEOPLE IN LIBYA
There has been open ethnic cleansing of BLACK SKINNED PEOPLE by the NATO supported
rebel forces all over Libya, which only the Wall Street journal had the guts to expose.
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US Documents released 2000 August reveal that President Eisenhower directly ordered the
CIA to assassinate Lumumba. Minutes of an August 1960 National Security Council meeting
confirm that Eisenhower told CIA chief Allen Dulles to “eliminate” Lumumba. The official
note taker, Robert H. Johnson, had told the Senate Intelligence Committee this in 1975, but no
documentary evidence was previously available to back up his statement.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Asia King •  an hour ago

Only 90 years ago, the agents of King Leopold II of Belgium massacred 10 million Africans in
the Congo. Cutting off hands as we see in Sierra Leone today, was very much part of Leopold's
repertoire. Today, Leopold's "rubber terror" has all been swept under the carpet. Adam
Hochschild calls it "the great forgetting" in his brilliant new book, King Leopold's Ghost,
recently published by Macmillan. This is a story of greed, exploitation and brutality that Africa
and the world must not forget.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

mijikai •  7 hours ago

"a Sudanese youth ran his car over an Indian."

Only once? Reverse gear broken?
 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Beehoody •  8 hours ago

Man what a bizarre propaganda piece. to any Africans reading this article please understand a
basic fact. Arya are a Black race, to say we who worship Black gods are racist to another Black
race like Africans is stupidity and slander.

There are a lot of poor people who will kill or write for money, dont let Albino people create
hate we're there is no hate, only uneducated children who more often then not are looking for
entertainment through bullying, a problem that effects everyone.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

mijikai  •  6 hours ago> Beehoody

So those attacks never happened and the Africans reporting them are all lying?

You've got a strange way of offering solidarity.
 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Beehoody  •  5 hours ago> mĳikai

I'm not offering solidarity, I am correcting a mistaken assumption on the part of
any Africans who believe that if any Arya attack them it's because they are
racist.

It's mostly going to be about poverty and anger at local authorities or money
from foreign psych operations being conducted on Arya soil.

Only albino extremists practice racism and evil, Arya are not like that.
 △ ▽  

• Reply •

mijikai  •  5 hours ago> Beehoody

"Arya are not like that."

But you'll gang-stomp innocent strangers if you're having a bad day
because you're all borderling psychotics from a lifetime of overheating,
overcrowding and overbreeding. No racism needed. Got it.

 △ ▽  

Beehoody  •  4 hours ago> mĳikai

When your genetic representative Madeleine Albright was asked if 500
thousand dead Iraqi children were worth you making old timey jokes on
a communication system thought up by Narinder Singh Kapany, and she
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• Reply •

a communication system thought up by Narinder Singh Kapany, and she
answered it was worth it.

That was when all Arya realized that they could never practice racism
and evil as that was clearly, specifically, genetically, albino based.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

mijikai  •  4 hours ago> Beehoody

You do make some smart people! And if they can hop off a high enough
floating turd to escape your soverign toilet and spend 40+ years working
in America's scientific community after earning their PhD at Imperial
College in London then, yes, they may well rise to a prominent rank in a
subspecialty of some Western technology or other.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Beehoody  •  3 hours ago> mĳikai

Honest dirt comes right off with a little water, but a people who can kill
Jesus by nailing him to a cross and then go on to having a national
holiday celebrating the massacre of human beings who shared their food
with starving people, well, I'm just glad that I don't have that type of filth
on me and mine.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

mijikai  •  3 hours ago> Beehoody

"I'm just glad that I don't have that type of filth on me and mine."

Who could tell?

*ba-dum-tsssh*
 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Beehoody  •  3 hours ago> mĳikai

God mijikai. God can tell.

And I write this sincerely, even as your kin have brought evil into the
world, sure as our nearest star dances, Arya will bring Dharma and
righteousness and honor and goodwill.

For the same reason Yours build Abu ghraib and auschwitz, those are
the same reasons this article is without foundation. look deep into your
soul and you will know the truth.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

mijikai  •  2 hours ago> Beehoody

You're as whacked as any mooslem, othhodox jew or paleo-christian.
Can't talk to crazy.

 △ ▽  
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